Due to advances in hardware performance, user-friendly interfaces are becoming one of the major concerns in information systems. Linguistic conversation is a very natural way of human communications. Fuzzy techniques have been employed to liaison the discrepancy between the qualitative linguistic terms and quantitative computerized data. This paper deals with linguistic queries using clustering results on data sets, which are intended to retrieve the close clusters or distant clusters from the clustering results. In order to support such queries, a fuzzy technique-based method is proposed. The method introduces distance membership functions, namely, close and distant membership functions which transform the metric distance between two objects into the degree of closeness or farness, respectively. In order to measure the degree of closeness or farness between two clusters, both cluster closeness measure and cluster farness measure which incorporate distance membership function and cluster memberships are considered. For the flexibility of clustering, fuzzy clusters are assumed to be formed. This allows us to linguistically query close or distant clusters by constructing fuzzy relation based on the measures.
Introduction
With the remarkable growth of hardware performance, userfriendly interfaces become one of major concerns in information systems. Linguistic conversation is a very natural way of human communications. Fuzzy techniques have been employed to liaison the discrepancy between the qualitative linguistic terms and quantitative computerized data. Many data analysis techniques have been developed to extract the embedded structures in data of interest. Meanwhile, it is becoming more and more important to provide analysis results in a convenient and understandable way.
Clustering is one of crucial data analysis techniques that groups a data set into possibly overlapped subsets such that subsets consist in similar entities and one subset are quite different from the others in their members' characteristics. Clustering has been widely exploited such various purposes as identifying natural structures embedded in data set, helping choose an interesting subset of data for further analysis. [1] It has been widely studied in various fields such as pattern recognition, statistical data analysis, data mining. [1, 3, 8] Clustering studies have been mainly focused on cluster formation, determination of the number of clusters, quality evaluation of clustering results. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Here we are concerned with how to provide clustering results to the analysts. To this end, various visualization techniques have been proposed such as 2D or 3D visualization based on PCA, MDS, and so on [1] . Here we propose an effective way to answer the questions like which clusters are close to or far from the given cluster. This question answering could take place in the situations as follows: In microarray data analysis, distant clusters with respect to a given interesting cluster could be a good target for further analysis in the pursuit of meaningful markers. In recommender services, closer groups for a group could be useful information for collaborative filtering.
In cluster analysis, the distance metrics between entities are supposed to be defined to measure their similarity. Such distance metrics usually gives unbound distance values. It is therefore not natural to assert that a pair of entities is close or far away with respect to specific threshold. In some situations, it would be more useful to give a degree ranged on the domain [0,1] rather than to give a value on the unbounded range like metric distance, when comparing the clusters. Due to noise or inherent characteristics in data, clusters would be partially overlapped. Hence, it is desirable to take into account the extent of overlapping of clusters under consideration. This paper proposes a method to provide for clusters the degree of closeness or farness which considers both distance and overlapping between clusters using fuzzy set techniques. The method introduces fuzzy membership functions called distance membership functions which transform metric distance between two objects into the degree of closeness or farness. In order to measure the degree of closeness or farness between two clusters, it defines both cluster closeness measure and cluster farness measure which incorporate distance membership function and cluster memberships. For the flexibility of clustering, fuzzy clusters are assumed to be formed. It allows us to linguistically query close or distant clusters by constructing fuzzy relation based on the measures.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some works about distance measures, and Section 3 specifies in detail the close or distant cluster identification problems. Section 4 proposes the definitions of distance membership functions, cluster closeness measures and cluster farness measures, and the induced fuzzy relation for distance, and how to choose close or distant clusters. Section 5 shows an example about how to apply the proposed method and in final Section 6 draws the conclusions.
Related Works
In order to determine close or far clusters from a given cluster, there is the need to have some measures to give a degree value on [0,1] which tells how they are close or distant each other. To this notion, the distance and dissimilarity measures are related in some sense. Although distance and dissimilarity are interchangeably used in some situations, here we distinguish them each other. A distance measure gives a unbounded distance value, yet a dissimilarity measure tells a value bounded on [ If attributes are categorical or discrete, specialized measures are employed like Jaccard's coefficient, Hamming distance. [9] ·Jaccard's coefficient
M denotes the number of attributes with different values in and , that with the same values. The distance measures between clusters have been studied in agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms. The algorithms take an approach to merge clusters based on the distance between them. The agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms are usually classified into average linkage clustering, complete linkage clustering, and single linkage clustering. [1] In average linkage algorithms, the distance between clusters is determined by calculating the average distance between all pairs of objects in the two different clusters. In complete linkage clustering, the distance between two clusters is defined as the greatest distance between a member of one cluster and a member of the other cluster. In single linkage clustering, the distance of two clusters is measured as the minimum distance between members of the two clusters. All these distance measures between clusters give an unbounded value.
In this study we are concerned with identifying close or far clusters for a given clusters. The distance measures giving unbounded value are not convenient for such tasks. In order to facilitate linguistic query for close or far clusters with respect to clustering results, we propose a fuzzy technique-based approach. It is assumed that clustering results are in a form of fuzzy clusters which allow clusters to overlap with each other in part. The approach is to adopt membership functions to map unbounded distance domain into the range [0,1], and to define the so-called closeness and farness measures which evaluate how much close or far away two cluster are respectively. Based on these measures, the intended clusters are identified.
The Close and Distant Cluster Identification Problems
For the convenience of description, the following notations are used:
: a data set of size n on which clusters is performed ( ) γ : cluster radius which is the maximum distance from cluster center in order for an object to be considered as a member of the cluster d θ : distance threshold which is the minimum distance in order for an object to be regarded as a distant one from a cluster center k θ : distance threshold which is the maximum distance in order for an object to be regarded as a close one from a cluster center The close and distant cluster identification problems take place when there are queries to find close or distant clusters with respect to a specific cluster, or to find close or distant cluster pairs. In the setting, it is assumed that there is a fuzzy cluster C for a given data set D, already formed by some clustering method.
Close or Far Cluster Identification
In order to determine close or far clusters in a clustering result, we introduce two measures to evaluate how close a cluster is to a given cluster or how far it is from the cluster: cluster closeness measure and cluster farness measure. The measures are one to give for a pair of clusters a value on the range [0,1]. The higher value a cluster closeness measure gives, the closer the corresponding clusters are and vice versa. Similarly, the higher value a cluster farness measure gives for a pair of cluster, the farther they are. Compared to distance measures which could produce unbounded values, the ranges of the measures are bounded on [0,1]. The proposed method makes use of this property in deciding which clusters are closer or far away from a given cluster by comparing the measure values with a specified threshold.
Cluster Closeness Measure
The cluster closeness measures are intended to evaluate the degree to which two clusters are considered as being close together. In order to map the unbounded distance value into the range [0,1], we exploit a fuzzy membership function called a closeness membership function which is monotonously decreasing illustrated in Figure 1 . Fig. 1. A closeness membership function The membership function should preserve the following constraints:
The constraint (a) is required for it to be a fuzzy membership function. The constraint (b) is required due to the definition of the threshold k θ which is the maximum distance to be considered as somewhat close cluster. The constraint (c) enforces the monotonicity on the membership function.
The proposed measures assume that the clusters are formed using a fuzzy clustering algorithm and thus an object may have a membership degree to each cluster. Here we propose three cluster closeness measures ) , ( It first stratifies the objects of clusters into the subsets according to the membership degrees to cluster as follows:
Then the objects at the same level set are evaluated to determine the degree of cluster closeness. Due to this characteristics, ) , ( 
Cluster Farness Measure
In order to measure cluster farness, the proposed method makes use of a fuzzy membership function so-called distant membership function
which maps distance to a degree on [0,1]. Figure 2 shows a distance membership function. ( )
The constraint (a) is required for it to be a membership function. The constraint (b) is required due to the definition of the threshold d θ which is the minimum distance to be considered as somewhat distant cluster. The constraint (c) is imposed to avoid the situations that an object belonging to a cluster is treated as a distant one. The constraint (d) enforces the monotonicity on the membership function.
Here by using a distant membership function we propose three cluster farness measures ) , ( These measures are defined in the similar conceptualization mentioned in the cluster farness measures. Hence, the formula has the same with cluster closeness measures except that the distant membership function is used in place of close membership function.
Characteristics of the Cluster Measures
The cluster closeness measures satisfy the following properties:
(a)
when the distance threshold k θ is set to be large enough to cover the farthest pair of objects in the same cluster.
The property (a) is met for ) , ( . The reflexivity property of (b) holds because the minimum operation and the distance operation are reflexive. The property (c) is satisfied because an object is regarded as a (fuzzy) member of cluster i C only when its membership degree not less than a specified threshold, i.e., C ir θ μ ≥ , and the threshold k θ is greater than two times of the cluster radius C γ which is set to cover the cluster members. The cluster farness measures also satisfy the following properties :
when the distance threshold d θ is set to be large enough to cover the farthest pair of objects in the same cluster. The property (a) is met for ) , ( . The reflexivity property of (b) holds because the minimum operation and the distance operation are reflexive. The property (c) is satisfied because an object is regarded as a (fuzzy) member of cluster i C only when its membership degree not less than a specified threshold, i.e., C ir θ μ ≥ , and the threshold d θ is greater than two times of the cluster radius C γ which is set to cover the cluster members.
Fuzzy Relation for Identifying Close or Distant Clusters
The goal of this work is to enable to answer the linguistic questions about which clusters are close or distant. To this end, we build fuzzy relation which tells the degree of closeness or farness between cluster by using cluster closeness or farness measures.
For the close cluster identification, the fuzzy close relation C R is defined as follows using the cluster closeness measure.
The fuzzy close relation satisfies the following properties:
The properties (a) and (b) follow from the properties of cluster closeness measures shown in Section 4.2. Once For the distant cluster identification, the fuzzy distant relation F R is defined as follows:
The relation F R has the following properties:
The properties (a) and (b) follow from the properties of cluster farness measures shown in Section 4.2.
Once a fuzzy close relation C R is constructed, it is possible to identify distant clusters by taking α-cut operation for the relation. The higher α-cut operations are applied, the more distant clusters are determined. In a similar way, when we get a fuzzy distant relation, we can determine distant clusters according to the α-value.
An Application Example
In order to show the applicability of the proposed method, a data set of Figure 3 was generated using the Gaussian function centered at (0.5,0.5,-0.5), (1.5, -2.0, -1.5), (0.5, -1.0, -1.5), (-1,1,-1.5), (1.5, -0.5, 1.5), for each center 10 data was generated with standard deviation 0.3. For the data set, the fuzzy k-means clustering algorithm was applied to get fuzzy clusters. The colors in the figure indicate the cluster labels for which membership degree is the highest. Table 2 shows the fuzzy far relation constructed for the data by the 1 KF measure which is symmetric and irreflexive. From the relation, we can get the distant cluster pairs by taking α-cut operations. For example, if α is set to 0.7, the following pairs are chosen as the distant clusters:
C )} When α is set to a higher value like 0.9, the more distant cluster pairs are identified as follows: 
Conclusion
It is becoming more and more important to present the information to users in intuitive and understandable way. We proposed a method to support linguistic queries for clustering results such as which ones are close or which ones are far away each other. The method adopted fuzzy membership functions which transform metric distance between two objects into the degree of closeness or farness. In order to measure the degree of closeness or farness between two clusters, it defined both cluster closeness measures and cluster farness measures which incorporate distance membership function and cluster memberships. Some interesting properties for the measures have been investigated. In addition, it showed that the measures could be used to define a fuzzy relation to indicate the degree of farness between clusters, and that the pairs of distant clusters could be found out from such a fuzzy relation. It allows us to linguistically query close or distant clusters by constructing fuzzy relation based on the measures. We may find in phylogenic analysis of biology some practical applications of the proposed method. From the phylogenic analysis based on genetic sequence comparison, the distances among the entities like viruses are estimated and clustered, and sometimes formed in phylogenic tree. When the proposed method is applied, the analyst could simply pose questions like which viruses groups are closely related or evolutionally distant away.
